
INSIGHTS FROM AN EQUITY RISK 
MODEL BUILT FOR OVERSIGHT 

Peer Analytics / Alpha Beta Works

“past performance is no indication of future results”

…  that’s changing !

http://www.peeranalytics.com/blog/


OVERSIGHT WITH AN EQUITY RISK MODEL

• A risk model built specifically for asset owners reveals manager skill and measures 

current portfolio risk.

• For the first time, stock-selection skill can be statistically identified; measured this way 

skill persists.
1

• Changes in portfolio risk are known immediately.

• Multi-manager portfolios can be optimized and unintended risks mitigated.

1.     See:   Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter ,  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes, and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes
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http://www.peeranalytics.com/why-investment-risk-and-skill-analytics-matter/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-style-boxes/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-international-style-boxes/


LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

• Selecting managers based on performance fails; top performers mean-revert. 

• A top quartile manager in one period is more likely to be in the bottom quartile the next than 
to remain in the top – even within style categories.2

• The problem is that the impact of randomness overwhelms that of skill. Too much noise to 
detect a signal.

• It takes 70 years to statistically identify stock selection skill.3

• But what if we could isolate skill from randomness?

• And that skill had a strong tendency to persist?

2.        See:  Mutual Fund Return Reversion  

3. Charles Ellis’ “Winning the Loser’s Game” - 5th edition, page 102 :

“After careful statistical analysis, quantitative expert Barr Rosenberg estimated that it would require 70 years of observation to show conclusively that even as much as a two-

percent annual incremental return resulted from superior investment management skill rather than chance.” 

See also:  Luck vs. Skill in Mutual Fund Performance 2

http://abwinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/FundReturnsRevert.png
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.479.3099&rep=rep1&type=pdf


A NEW APPROACH

• Equity risk models define current portfolio risks by modeling (regressing in this case) 

individual security returns against underlying risk factors.
4

• For the typical stock, risk factors explain about half the security's risk, the remaining risk is 

security-specific.

• But when combined in a portfolio, most security-specific risk is diversified away; and 

• Passively available risk factors explain almost 99% of absolute return and two-thirds of 

incremental return.5

4.   Risk factors for Peer Analytics/ABW U.S. Model : market, nine industry sectors, size, value, bonds, and oil prices. Global Model adds: region, country, and currency (all available as ETFs).

5.   For the median property-casualty equity portfolio year-end 2015    See:  Is The Tail Wagging The Dog?
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http://www.peeranalytics.com/equity-portfolio-oversight/


TO DETECTING SKILL

• Most of the randomness that obscures skill is not in fact random, it’s due to differences from 
the benchmark in passively available exposures.

• Disassociating the impact of these exposure differences on incremental return reduces 
randomness, improves the signal-to-noise ratio, and reveals manager skill.

• Unintended exposure differences can be freely offset.

• Properly measured skill predicts future outperformance.
6

6.         See:  Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter and  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes
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http://www.peeranalytics.com/why-investment-risk-and-skill-analytics-matter/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-style-boxes/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-international-style-boxes/


A ONE FACTOR RISK MODEL: MARKET RISK

• Manager A outperforms by 50% when the market is up, but underperforms by 50% when the 
market is down.

• Over a market cycle, with annual return of ten percent, the manager returns fifteen.

• Is the manager’s high fee justified?

• Manager A's portfolio has only two holdings: an S&P Index ETF and a 2X levered S&P ETF.                

It’s an index fund with 150% market exposure.

• Of course, no manager would be so foolishly transparent. It is quite easy, though, to construct a 

portfolio with the same passive, but opaque, exposure. 

• In fact, over 30% of active U.S. mutual funds (and 50% of of U.S. mutual fund assets) are closet-

indexes, taking too little active risk to ever compensate for an active fee.
7

• With even a simple one-factor market risk model, asset owners can avoid paying active fees for 
passive management.

7.     See:   Mutual Fund Closet Indexing
5

http://www.peeranalytics.com/mutual-fund-closet-indexing-2015-update/


EQUITY PORTFOLIO MARKET EXPOSURES

Most portfolios had 
market exposures 
significantly different 
from the market index
(100%). 

Many had differences that 
explain the majority of 
incremental return. 

Were clients aware of 
these differences?

Did they consider them 
when evaluating 
managers’ performance 
and fees?
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CLIENT PORTFOLIO HISTORICAL MARKET EXPOSURE

Client portfolio’s 
monthly market 
exposures.

Consider the drastic 
change from 2009 to 
2011, 
was that intentional or 
an unintended 
consequence of security 
selection?

Was the client aware?

Was the manager?

This insight is lost with   
traditional risk metrics.
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INDIVIDUAL STOCK MARKET EXPOSURES VARY WIDELY 

TEN LARGEST TECH COMPANIES IN S&P 500 TECH INDEX 12/31/2016

Individual stocks have very 
different exposures to the 
market.

Amazon’s market exposure 
is 150%, 
Facebook’s is 60%.

If the market returns 10%, 
all else equal, Amazon’s 
return will be 15% and 
Facebook’s 6%.
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INDIVIDUAL STOCK TECH SECTOR EXPOSURES VARY WIDELY 

TEN LARGEST TECH COMPANIES IN S&P 500 TECH INDEX 12/31/2016

Technology stocks have very  
different  tech sector 
exposures.

Some “tech” stocks, 
surprisingly, have no 
exposure to tech.

Apple is a levered bet on tech 
more than a bet on Apple 
itself (see next page).

These differences explain the 

failure of attributions based 

on holdings- and returns-

based style analysis.
8

And how the Active Share 
9

approach falls short.
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8. Both holdings-based and returns-based style analysis produce attributions. Both approaches fail to distinguish skill; both fail to properly measure current risk.  

See: Three Holdings Based Style Analysis Tests         

9.     Active Share is a measure of the percentage of stock holdings in a manager's portfolio that differ from the benchmark index. The intention is to define managers' 

active risk  relative to benchmarks and avoid closet indexing, but the implementation falls short by failing to consider the substantial differences in exposures 

among individual stocks. 
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http://www.peeranalytics.com/three-holdings-based-style-analysis-tests/


SECURITY SPECIFIC RISK IS DIVERSIFIABLE

TEN LARGEST TECH COMPANIES IN S&P 500 TECH INDEX 12/31/2016

Security specific risk is 
idiosyncratic – risk 
unexplained by passive  
factors.

Facebook has substantial 
security specific risk, but it’s 
almost all diversified away 
within a portfolio.

How a specific stock impacts 
passive exposures is typically 
much more significant than its 
idiosyncratic return. 
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10. Portfolio exposure impacts are a function of individual security exposures and their covariances. Idiosyncratic effects are mostly diversified away within all but the 

most concentrated portfolios. For the median equity portfolio, average exposure to passive factors explains 2/3 of incremental return to a benchmark. Factor 

timing, trading, idiosyncratic security return, and randomness collectively explain the remainder. 

See: Is The Tail Wagging The Dog 10

http://www.peeranalytics.com/equity-portfolio-oversight/


NEW PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS:

DECOMPOSE COMPONENTS OF INCREMENTAL RETURN

Isolating impact of 
active decisions from 
passive exposures 
mitigates randomness 
and reveals manager 
skill.

Passive exposures can 
be freely offset.

Passive exposure 
effects mean-revert.

11

Security selection skill 

persists! 
12

WF Growth MFS Value GSA SC Value

R 1000 Growth R 1000 Value R 2000 Value

Total Return 1.0 7.3 7.2

Benchmark Return 8.5 8.6 8.3

Incremental Return -7.5 -1.3 -1.1

Components:

       Passive 0.3 -0.7 -1.9

       Timing -0.4 1.4 0.1

       Trading/undefined -1.9 -1.4 -0.1

       Security Selection -5.5 -0.6 0.8

-7.5 -1.3 -1.1

Three-year Annualized Return

11.     See:  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes

12.     See:   Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter
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http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-style-boxes/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-international-style-boxes/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/why-investment-risk-and-skill-analytics-matter/


PROBABILITY OF SECURITY SELECTION SKILL

High and low 
probability security 
selection skill persists!

WF Growth has a 93% 
probability of 
negative skill.

Negative skill is even 
more persistent than 
positive skill.

WF Growth MFS Value GSA SC Value

R 1000 Growth R 1000 Value R 2000 Value

Total Return 1.0 7.3 7.2

Benchmark Return 8.5 8.6 8.3

Incremental Return -7.5 -1.3 -1.1

Components:

       Passive 0.3 -0.7 -1.9

       Timing -0.4 1.4 0.1

       Trading/undefined -1.9 -1.4 -0.1

       Security Selection -5.5 -0.6 0.8

-7.5 -1.3 -1.1

Probability of Skill 7 48 88

Three-year Annualized Return
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RISK TO BENCHMARK AND TRUE ACTIVE RISK

Risk to benchmark is 
current relative risk 
based on individual 
security risks and 
covariances.

Active risk is that 
portion due solely to 
stock selection, 
timing, and trading.

GSA  has a high 
probability of skill, 
but too little active 
risk to justify an 
active fee.

Clients need not pay 
for passive risk.

WF Growth MFS Value GSA SC Value

R 1000 Growth R 1000 Value R 2000 Value

Total Return 1.0 7.3 7.2

Benchmark Return 8.5 8.6 8.3

Incremental Return -7.5 -1.3 -1.1

Components:

       Passive 0.3 -0.7 -1.9

       Timing -0.4 1.4 0.1

       Trading/undefined -1.9 -1.4 -0.1

       Security Selection -5.5 -0.6 0.8

-7.5 -1.3 -1.1

Probability of Skill 7 48 88

Current Risk to Benchmark 3.4 2.0 4.5

Current Active Risk 2.7 1.2 0.6

Three-year Annualized Return
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OVERSIGHT IMPLICATIONS

• A risk model built for asset owners – rather than investment managers – uses a limited number of 

factors, all of which are investable and available passively.

• Unless performance attribution isolates passively available exposures, it’s not very meaningful.
13

• A well built risk oversight model is easily testable.
14

• Properly defined, stock selection skill persists.
15

• Changes in portfolio risks are known immediately.

• Multiple-manager portfolios can be optimized and unintended risks mitigated.

13.     Performance attribution to non-investable factors -- momentum, liquidity, volatility, etc. -- is very useful to investment managers in constructing portfolios and managing risk, but is of little use to asset owners charged

with oversight. To be meaningful to asset owners, attribution must distinguish between performance due to active management and that due to freely-available passive exposure differences. Anything less may be interesting, 

but is never actionable. 

14.     Equity risk models can be mathematically complex and difficult to compare. Fortunately, these models and their relative efficacy are easily tested. To evaluate the accuracy of an equity risk model, we compare returns 

predicted by past factor exposures to subsequent portfolio performance: We calculate factor exposures using estimated holdings at the end of each month and predict the following month’s returns using these ex-ante factor 

exposures and ex-post factor returns. The correlation between predicted and actual returns measures a model’s accuracy. The ABW/ Peer Analytics model delivers 0.98 median correlation between predicted and actual 

monthly returns. See: Testing Equity Risk Models, Testing Global Equity Risk Models, and Testing Predictions of equity Risk Models

15.     See:   Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter,  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes, and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes 14

http://www.peeranalytics.com/testing-equity-risk-models-property-and-casualty-insurance-portfolios/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/testing-global-equity-risk-models-2/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/testing-predictions-of-equity-risk-models
http://www.peeranalytics.com/why-investment-risk-and-skill-analytics-matter/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-style-boxes/
http://www.peeranalytics.com/performance-persistence-within-international-style-boxes/


APPENDIX 
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NON-US FUNDS AND PORTFOLIO RISK

Fund Dodge&Cox Harbor Int'l Acadian WF Emerging Non-US Portfolio Total equity

Benchmark Eafe Eafe MSCI EM MSCI EM ACWI ex US R3000/ACWI Non-US

Total Return -1.3 -3.8 -3.7 -2.7

Benchmark Return -1.6 -1.6 -2.6 -2.6

Incremental Return 0.3 -2.2 -1.1 -0.1

Components:

       Passive 1.3 0.5 -0.9 0.8

       Timing 1.1 0.2 0.0 -0.3

       Security Selection -3.7 -2.3 -0.4 -0.1

       Trading/undefined 1.6 -0.6 0.2 -0.5

0.3 -2.2 -1.1 -0.1

Probability of Skill 7.6 21.0 7.3 50

Current Risk to Benchmark 4.1 4.2 3.8 2.9 3.6 1.1

Current Active Risk 2.2 2.3 1.6 2.2 2.1 0.8

Risk Explained by Passive Exposures 76.1 68.6 82.2 44.9 63.8 44.1

Current Risk

     Portfolio 14.9 13.4 12.0 14.1 13.8 10.8

     Benchmark 12.8 12.8 15.1 15.1 13.0 10.4

Three-year Annualized Return
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NOTES

1. See:   Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter,  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes, and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes

2. See:  Mutual Fund Return Reversion  

3. Charles Ellis’ “Winning the Loser’s Game” - 5th edition, page 102 

“After careful statistical analysis, quantitative expert Barr Rosenberg estimated that it would require 70 years of observation to show conclusively that even as much as a two-percent annual 

incremental return resulted from superior investment management skill rather than chance.” and see:  Luck vs. Skill in Mutual Fun d Performance

4. Risk factors for Peer Analytics/ABW U.S. Model : market, nine industry sectors, size, value, bonds and oil prices. Global Model adds: region, country, currency, and Fx factors.

5. For the median property-casualty equity portfolio year-end 2015    See:  http://www.peeranalytics.com/equity-portfolio-oversight

6. See:  Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter

7. See:   Mutual Fund Closet Indexing

8. Both traditional holdings-based and returns-based style analysis produce attributions. Both approaches fail to distinguish skill; both fail to properly measure current risk.   See: Three Holdings 

Based Style Analysis Tests         

9. Active Share is a measure of the percentage of stock holdings in a manager's portfolio that differ from the benchmark index. The intention is to define managers' active risk relative to 

benchmarks and avoid closet indexing, but the implementation falls short by failing to consider the substantial differences in exposures among individual stocks. 

10. Portfolio exposure impacts are a function of individual security exposures and their covariances. Idiosyncratic effects are mostly diversified away within all but the most concentrated portfolios. 

For the median equity portfolio, average exposure to passive factors explains 2/3 of incremental return to a benchmark. Factor timing, trading, idiosyncratic security return, and randomness 

collectively explain the remainder. See: Is The Tail Wagging The Dog

11. See:  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes

12. See:   Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter

13. Performance attribution to non-investable factors -- momentum, liquidity, volatility, etc. -- is very useful to investment managers in constructing portfolios and managing risk, but is of little use to 

asset owners charged with oversight. To be meaningful to asset owners, attribution must distinguish between performance due to active management and that due to freely-available passive 

exposure differences. Anything less may be interesting, but is never actionable. 

14. Equity risk models can be mathematically complex and difficult to compare. Fortunately, these models and their relative efficacy are easily tested. To evaluate the accuracy of an equity risk 

model, we compare returns predicted by past factor exposures to subsequent portfolio performance: We calculate factor exposures using estimated holdings at the end of each month and 

predict the following month’s returns using these ex-ante factor exposures and ex-post factor returns. The correlation between predicted and actual returns measures a model’s accuracy. The 

ABW/ Peer Analytics model delivers 0.98 median correlation between predicted and actual monthly returns. See:   Testing Equity Risk Models, and Testing Global Equity Risk Models, and 

Testing Predictions of equity Risk Models

15. See:   Why Investment Risk and Analytics Matter and  Performance Persistence Within Style Boxes and Performance Persistence Within International Style Boxes
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